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Girls will be inspired by the Cheetah mascot themed rewards they can earn selling cookies.   These cool 
shades from the Cheetah mascot pictured on some items will keep the AMAZING rewards top-of-mind. 

Send girls off with a memento  of the Cheetah 
Mascot’s signature star shaped shades as a visual reminder of 
the rewards in store for girls who reach high goals.

Supplies 
 �   Paper star glasses (select from templates below, including: 
        black and white - ready to color; pre-decorated; or blank - 
        ready for girls to decorate), OR choose white star shaped
        plastic  sunglasses (search online “DIY star sunglasses”)
 �   Scissors (if using paper glasses or if needed to cut out
        embellishments) 
 �   Markers (any will work for paper glasses, but if you are using
        the plastic glasses, use permanent markers or other 
        markers that will color on plastic).

Join the Cool Cat Club
Mascot inspired star shaped glasses

Preparation (cutting out glasses can be done ahead, or you 
may allow girls to do this part for their glasses, depending on time 
allocated to activity)
 �   Print paper glasses on legal size paper.  (One per girl).
 �   Cut out glasses (TIP:  Use a star shaped craft punch to 
remove star shaped “lense” in center).
 �   Print clip art

Instructions  
 �   Invite girls to cut out, color in and decorate their glasses.








